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HAIR GOES NOTHING:
PROPOSING THE UNIFORM ENACTMENT OF THE CROWN ACT
ACROSS THE UNITED STATES
Alexandra Halbert*
“You’re not supposed to have braids at the front desk,” uttered
the manager of New York City’s swanky St. Regis Hotel to new
employee, Rachel Sakabo.1 Before this moment, the new position had
been going really well according to Ms. Sakabo, who successfully made
it through numerous interviews and an orientation focused on proper
speaking and representation.2 “Well, don’t worry,” she responded,
“they’re not braids. They’re locs.”3 Just when she thought the awkward
exchange was over, she heard, “well, can you unlock them.”4 After
explaining that dreadlocks could only be cut off, but before excusing
herself to the restroom to cry, she assured her manager that she would
be willing to go bald in an effort to resolve the apparent issue.5
However, it would turn out that the gesture was neither necessary nor
adequate. Ms. Sakabo was thereafter terminated from her new
position, which all together lasted just under two weeks.6 Immediately
puzzled by the explanation that she was not a good fit, she pleaded for
greater clarification— “you don’t fit our culture here, you may be better
suited for a W hotel.”7
A reasonable person would think that how people style their
hair or how their hair naturally grows from the scalp, has nothing to
do with their qualifications for a particular job.8 Apparently, most
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employers are not reasonable people.9 Throughout the United States,
black women who embrace their natural hair textures and styles, like
Ms. Sakabo, have been victims of hair discrimination in the
workplace.10 In the eyes of corporate America, black women in favor of
sporting their natural tresses are unprofessional or unemployable.11
And so, this outrageous correlation between hair and employment
forces black women to have to make difficult choices. These women
either compromise their cultural identity by adopting a straighter,
more tamed hairstyle in order to get or keep a job, or they risk losing a
job opportunity for refusing to conform to the undeniably prejudicial
beauty standards in society.12 It is the duty of our nation’s lawmakers
to not only acknowledge this gross injustice, but work tirelessly to
enact uniform legislation across the United States that will legally ban
discrimination against traditionally black hairstyles.
Reviewing centuries worth of hair discrimination is essential
when trying to grapple with the complications it currently presents.13
As shocking as it may seem, once existed a time when natural hair was
marveled at and admired as a source of beauty, pride and originality.14
Before it was maligned, made fun of, or chemically altered into
submission, natural hair was something to celebrate.15 It is important
to consider why we drifted so far from this way of thinking, which begs
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the larger question—when did damaging stereotypes come into
existence?16 The answer, like many systemic issues with race in
America, is rooted firmly in the origins of our country—with slavery.17
More specifically, the dehumanization of natural black hair traces back
to Africa in the sixteenth century, when approximately 11,640,000
Africans were forcefully taken from their home continent to help
colonize America.18 The culture shock these women experienced was
inconceivable, as they suddenly had no choice but to abandon their
sacred traditions and ultimately, their identities.19 Slave masters
referred to the non-European texture of their native African hair as
“wool.”20 To further degrade them, slave traders placed more value on
light-skinned Africans with soft hair.21 This spread the message that
the darker your skin and the kinkier your hair was, the less attractive
you were.22 Managing their hair was yet another obstacle these women
faced. It became increasingly difficult for them to retain the more
elaborate hairstyles, like dreadlocks, plaits or twists, without ample
time and the proper tools.23 As slaves, women were permitted only one
day a week to tend to their hair, and they had to rely on things like
kerosene, bacon grease, butter and thread.24 Other women were not as
lucky, having had their scalps shaved while aboard the slave ships to
America.25 Before they were forced into slavery, these women were
taught to praise the beauty of intricate knots, braids, and twists.
Suddenly, the hair that they once admired, and all that the styles
symbolized, had just been erased—natural hair had become nothing
more than a lifeless burden.
Fortunately, slavery was abolished in the United States in 1865,
but this newfound freedom did not necessarily translate to a world
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transformed.26 Even after emancipation, black women were made to
feel inferior as there was still a growing notion that European textured
hair was “good” and African textured hair was “bad.”27 With that, most
of the nineteenth century embodied the quest for straight hair.28 Wigs,
extensions, and chemical treatments became the means for black
women to achieve society’s more desirable aesthetic.29 However, the
intensive methods women underwent to smooth their hair was far from
an enjoyable process.30 Changing hair texture and overall appearance
required hot chemical mixtures to be poured onto scalps or heated
electrical combs to be dragged through curls for hours.31 Still,
assimilation was a means of survival for these black women, who were
constantly urged to camouflage, so they could make more money, fit in
easier, and move in society better.32 It was not until the Civil Rights
Movement in the 1960’s that the black community rebelled against the
racial segregation and oppression from American culture.33 The afro
became a political symbol of black activism, encouraging others to be
unafraid to embrace the style, and take pride in their African ancestry
for the first time in a long time.34 Slowly but surely, ideals around
straight hair began to shift and the need to conform to trends inspired
by mainstream white fashions faded.35 The natural hair movement
emerged as a catalyst for black women to resurrect who they were
naturally.36 They took the leap to reclaim their roots and ignited the
phrase “black is beautiful” to solidify the revolution.37
Although there is no denying that our nation has come a long
way, we are not nearly at the finish line yet. The law in many states
does not currently afford protection for race-based hair discrimination,
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even if the hairstyle is inherent to racial identity,38 but efforts to
eliminate discrimination based on hairstyle have recently gained more
traction than ever before.39 Black hair is now influencing politics
instead of the other way around, with lawmakers finally recognizing
that hair discrimination is real and needs to be addressed.40 This is
precisely why “Creating a Respectful and Open World for Natural
Hair,” otherwise known as the CROWN Act, came into existence in
2019.41 The official campaign is led by the CROWN Coalition, an
alliance of organizations founded by the hair care brand Dove, the
National Urban League, the Western Center on Law and Poverty, and
online racial justice organization Color of Change.42 The CROWN Act
prohibits race-based hair discrimination, which the CROWN Coalition
defines as “the denial of employment and educational opportunities
because of hair texture or protective hairstyles including braids,
dreadlocks, twists or bantu knots.”43 After conducting a research study
in 2019, the CROWN Coalition reported that black women are 1.5
times more likely to be sent home from the workplace because of their
hair.44 Additionally, black women are eighty percent more likely than
white women to agree with the statement, “I have to change my hair
from its natural state to fit in at the office.”45 These upsetting statistics
molded the message of the CROWN Act, which is that “people should
not be forced to divest themselves of their racial cultural identity by
changing their natural hair in order to adapt to predominantly white
spaces in the workplace.”46 It remains the mission of the CROWN Act
to correct racial injustice by making it illegal to discriminate against a
person in the workplace or in schools because of their natural or
protective hairstyle, thereby creating a more equitable and inclusive
beauty experience for black women, men, girls, and boys.47
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The CROWN Act has been signed into law by seven states as of
April of 2021: California, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Colorado,
Washington and Maryland.48 Progress is indeed being made with this
long-overdue initiative, but support from only a handful of states will
not suffice. In September of 2020, promising news circulated when the
United States House of Representatives passed the CROWN Act.49 To
put it rather simply, now at least fifty-one of one-hundred United
States Senators will have to approve the legislation before it is then
handed to the President, who has the final choice to veto or sign it into
law.50 If approved by Senate and the President, the protections of the
CROWN Act would automatically apply to all fifty states.51 It is of the
utmost importance that our nation’s policymakers recognize that this
legislation puts an end to penalizing black women for simply existing
as themselves.52 Whether black women view their hair as a connection
to their ancestors, as a form of expression, or just a matter of looking
cute, one thing is for sure—a natural hairstyle has no impact on a
woman’s ability to be a leader and do her job.53 Policymakers hold the
power to move the world closer to justice and push for bills that aim to
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eradicate systematic racism in all walks of life.54 That said, there is no
better time for the American people to speak up and let their
legislators, both state and federal, know that they stand behind the
CROWN Act.55 Enough is enough—the CROWN Act must become the
law of the land.
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